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CONCEALED HINGE TYPE DOOR

This series have been developed through long period of strenuous work by
our research and ﬁeld engineers. In this sense, this series are MEISTER, we call.

FEATURES
Fire resistant performance

Burglary resistant performance
Concealed hinge type door

Passed JIS one hour ﬁre resistant test

There are no door frames or

Passed Standard heating test in

hinges with ﬂat door. The

JIS and designed to maintain the

structure is designed to lower

inner temperature less than 177℃
for one hour after ﬁre.

the heat from the gap of door
and prevents attacks directly

Attack

to the locking bolt from

Attack

Concealed Hinge type

forced-open the door.

Enhance burglary resistant performance with
two locking bolts.
Two locking bolts are installed in MEISTER series. Our
similar grade of products have one locking bolt, so the
speciﬁcation enhances the burglary resistant
performance against forced-open the door.
* Comparing with our similar grade of products.
* For the security, the locking bolts are not shown.

Judgment
Fire resistant performance
for general paper
・The inner temperature limit is
less than 177℃.
・Newspaper inside safe does not have
appreciable discoloration
or deterioration and they are legible.
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LOCK
Build-in cylinder lock (for all types)

Attached 2 pcs of keys

Enhance security with double locking

Automatic locking device for all models

The cylinder lock is built in facial panel as double lock

The device keeps locking bolts retracted when door is

system. Customer can select the key lock + Fingerprint

in open position. It prevents damage to safe body and

lock or Digital lock that enhances the security.

bolt work mechanism caused by accidental door
closure with bolts extended. MEISTER is equipped with

Restrict users

the device that is normally installed in Commercial

Using the built-in cylinder lock

Safe only.

make it possible to restrict users
who know personal code or
register ﬁngerprint.

Combination Lock
This mechanical conventional locking system has been widely used all over the world.

Digital Lock
One personal code can be registered

One personal code of 1-10 digits can be registered and changed.

Security lockout function

For the security, the lock will be frozen for 15 minutes when attempting wrong personal
code more than 5 times.

Biometric Fingerprint Lock
Up to 10 ﬁngers can be registered

The ﬁngerprint recognition can read a variety of information as sliding method. Up to 10
ﬁngers can be registered.
* Just in case, we recommend registering two ﬁngers each person.
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This model is standard size for home

A4 sized ﬁle like albums or important

It is recommended for any stores and

accessories like credit cards, stamp,

metal trays.

A4 sized ﬁle can be kept lengthwise and

documents can be kept lengthwise under 2

safes with tray where you can put small
etc.

oﬃces.

more valuable
items can be
kept in the

drawer with
key lock.

Outside Dimensions：W484×D489×H372（mm）
Inside Dimensions：W354×D258×H214（mm）
Weight：60kg／Capacity：19.5ℓ
Accessories：1 tray
* Inside dimensions for tray：W344×D214×H42
（mm）

Outside Dimensions：W330×D513×H603（mm）
Inside Dimensions：W240×D321×H485（mm）
Weight：67kg／Capacity：37ℓ
Accessories：2 trays (L) / (S)
* Inside dimensions for tray
（L）：W230×D310×H83（mm）
（S）：W230×D310×H46（mm）

Automatic locking device

Combination Lock

Automatic locking device

Digital Lock
Accessories： AA battery x 4 pcs.

Height of inside dimensions includes height of drawer 116mm.

Outside Dimensions：W457×D567×H663（mm）
Inside Dimensions：W327×D336×H472（mm）
Weight：110kg／Capacity：51.5ℓ
Accessories：1 shelf, 1 drawer
* Inside dimensions for drawer：W297×D260×H77
（mm）

Automatic locking device

Biometric Fingerprint Lock
Accessories： AA battery x 4 pcs.

